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person authorising him, to levy in contravention of the
above section, and the owner of the goods, e.g., hired
goods, can recover damages from both (0).
A certificate granted to a bailiff may at any time be
cancelled by a County Court Judge (p).
What may not be Distrained.—As previously
stated (q) under the Common Law, a landlord could dis-
train upon any goods and chattels—whether of the tenant
or of a stranger—upon the land out of which the rent
issued, but in the course of ages a great number of ex-
ceptions became engrafted on the Common Law rule.
These exceptions arise partly in respect of the person in
whose possession the goods are, partly in respect of the
nature of the goods, and partly in respect of the place
where they are. Privilege from distress may be absolute
or qualified, and may in certain cases be claimed for goods
on hire or hire-purchase. It should be noted that these
exceptions are not affected by section 4 of the Law of
Distress Amendment Act, 1908 (?), and that goods
privileged from distress are not rendered liable thereto
merely because they are comprised in a hire-purchase
agreement, as that Act did not render liable to distress
any classes of goods previously exempt but merely, in
certain cases, withheld the additional protection given
by the Act.
It is an illegal distress to distrain upon goods thus
privileged.
It is not the province of this book to deal with the
various exceptions. Reference should be made to the
textbooks on Landlord and Tenant and on Distress for
that purpose. The list given below is a concise summary
of the more important exceptions likely to affect goods
hired or let on hire-purchase terms.
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(o) Perring & Co. v. Emerson, [1906] 1 K.B. 1 ;   18 Digest 331, 655.
(p) The Law of Distress Ameadment Act, 1895 (supra), s. 1 ; 5 Hals-
bury's Statutes 159.
See p. 179.
5 Halsbury's Statutes 162 ; post, p. 356.

